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An evolution on  
the Eastside
The wholly transformed Advanta campus 

represents the next step in modern workplace. 

The perfect balance of urban and suburban – and 

of sophisticated indoor and pristine outdoor 

work environments – Advanta offers tenants 

a calming, wellness-focused work-life retreat. 

This rejuvenated, 18-hour campus provides 

everything growing organizations need for 

innovation, collaboration and productivity 

– all while offering immediate, convenient 

accessibility to the downtown core.

V I E W  V I D E O

https://vimeo.com/857580330/1c0d424c42?share=copy


Curated amenities that connect & inspire
Advanta has been rethought and revitalized with a host of new 

amenities that will allow for moments of relaxation, invigoration, 

and collaboration. Some of Advanta’s features include:

CORE at Advanta, a state of the art fitness center

AXIS at Advanta, a bustling food & beverage hall

Miles of trails and parks to explore

MIndful spaces to relax

Nearby transit



Building B 
206,041 SF 
7 Floors

Building C 
206,351 SF 
7 Floors

Building A 
205,032 SF 
7 Floors

Three buildings, one reinvigorated campus
With more than 600,000 square feet of quality Class A space — supported by thoughtful, distinct, and 

engaging common areas -- Advanta presents a unique opportunity for growth, in a single- or multi-tenant 

office environment. This revitalized campus will effectively raise the bar for the next-generation workplace.



Advanta is the answer
A seamless union of the urban and suburban, Advanta 

sits at the intersection of innovation, collaboration and 

accessibility. Addressing the extraordinary needs of 

tomorrow’s talent requires a campus that blurs the 

lines between home and work.



A perfect blend of urban 
and suburban
Minutes from downtown Bellevue and Seattle, 

Advanta is a reimagination of the modern-day 

workplace, featuring all the amenities organizations 

expect from a downtown high-rise, without all the 

congestion, uniquely situated in a natural, park-

like environment.



Refuel at Advanta
A central gathering place where individuals, teams and the community come 

together, AXIS at Advanta offers an eclectic mix of food and beverage in a 

bright, rejuvenating environment that connects people to place.



The human connection
Advanta reimagines the conference-room amenity with a bright, 

spacious common area focused on equity, accessibility, and 

connectivity. This multi-purpose environment accommodates groups 

large and small, for both break-out meetings and multi-day gatherings.



Tech-focused workspace
Connection at Advanta features several specially designed meeting 

spaces enabling tenants to collaborate and innovate with colleagues 

on site or half-way-round the world.  These tech-enhanced rooms help 

to streamline meetings, build efficiencies, and boost productivity.



Wellness to the core
Prioritizing both physical and mental health, Advanta is a campus 

where tomorrow’s talent can innovate in a calming, natural 

environment. Here, tenants can recharge, refocus, and reenergize, 

anytime of day.



Health first
CORE at Advanta prioritizes physical health, helping every employee 

to get the most out of their personal and professional lives. 

Individual, dedicated workout rooms enable tenants to pursue 

their own wellness journey.



Equal parts urban 
core and great 
outdoors
1. Central Green

2. Plaza Walk

3. Amphitheater

4. Yoga Platform

5. CORE Fitness at Advanta

6. AXIS at Advanta

7. Great Room 

8. Connection at Advanta  

(Multi-Purpose Room)

9. Connection at Advanta 

(Enhanced Meeting Room)
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SeaTac Int’l Airport (20 min)

Redmond (15 min)Kirkland (20 min)University of Washington (25 min)

Downtown Seattle (15 min)

Downtown Bellevue (5 min)
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A prime location 
surrounded by 
natural beauty 
and the world’s 
tech giants



Joe Lynch

Executive Managing Director

425-591-6256

Joe.Lynch@nmrk.com

Dan Harden

Senior Managing Director

425-766-2807

dan.harden@nmrk.com

a d va n t a o f f i c e . c o m

F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N




